RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY
ESTATE BOTTLED *GIANNA’S BLOCK

PETITE SIRAH
v. 2015
VINEYARDS: Gianna’s block is one of our oldest head trained vineyards. In the
old California viniculture tradition, there are a few interplanted Zinfandel and Carignane
among the Petite Sirah vines. This filed blend makes this wine truly unique in color,
aroma and flavor. After being hand sorted to remove any under or overripe clusters,
the fruit was fermented in small open top fermenters and punched down and mixed
several times daily to maximize the extraction of color and intense flavors. The wine
was showing the most pleasant extraction after about 28 days in the fermenter so it was
promptly drained and pressed into premium French oak barrels where it will age for 28
months.

WINEMAKING: Gianna’s block is one of our oldest head trained vineyards. In
the old California viniculture tradition, there are a few interplanted Zinfandel and
Carignane among the Petite Sirah vines. This filed blend makes this wine truly unique
in color, aroma and flavor. After being hand sorted to remove any under or overripe
clusters, the fruit was fermented in small open top fermenters and punched down and
mixed several times daily to maximize the extraction of color and intense flavors. The
wine was showing the most pleasant extraction after about 28 days in the fermenter
so it was promptly drained and pressed into premium French oak barrels where it will
age for 28 months.

TASTING NOTES: The 2015 growing season, like the 2014 and 2013, was ideal
in its abundant sunshine. Gianna’s Block yielded incredibly flavorful fruit this vintage
which allowed us to produce a truly world class Petite Sirah. This wine enjoys complex
aromatics including lavender, peppery sage and blackberry jam followed by subtle notes
of dark chocolate and coffee. The palate is greeted by succulent dark fruit and perfectly
integrated and composed oak followed by a long downy finish that is reminiscent of
more chocolate and dark roast espresso.
HARVEST DATES SEPTEMBER 29 TH, 2015
ALCOHOL 14.9% pH 3.63 TA 5.73 g/L
CELLARING 28 MONTHS 60% NEW FRENCH OAK
BOTTLED JANUARY 2018
CASES PRODUCED 257
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